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Abstract 
ATM switches have been proposed as the switching 

fabric cores of many high-performance IP switches. In 
this paper, we present an efficient algorithm called IP- 
PIM for scheduling variable-length IP packets on these 
switches and compare its performance with the origi- 
nal parallel iterative matching (PIM) ATM cell schedul- 
ing algorithm. The mean IP packet delays using both 
the PIM and the IP-PIM scheduling algorithms are an- 
alyzed using queueing analysis and extensive simula- 
tions. Our results demonstrate that the packet level 
scheduling such as the IP-PIM could be a potential 
way to significantly improve the performance of PIM 
switches, especially in the context of IP networks. 

1 Introduction 
Recently, there is an urging need for the design and 

analysis of high-speed IP switches that can handle 
the undergoing traffic explosion in the Internet. Sev- 
eral methods for high-speed IP switching have been 
proposed. In particular, the IP-over- ATM solution is 
receiving the most attention [3, 71. However, ATM 
switches have been designed to carry ATM cells. As 
a result, one of the critical issues that need to be ad- 
dressed when used as the core of high-performance IP 
switches is how to efficiently schedule variable-length IP 
packets onto these core ATM switches. 

In this paper, we specifically address and present a 
solution to this problem on ATM switches with multi- 
ple input queues [2]. In particular, we present efficient 
scheduling algorithms for variable-length IP packets on 
these switches and compare their performance with the 
original parallel iterative matching (PIM) ATM cell 
scheduling algorithm [2]. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 
we first briefly describe the PIM switch architecture 
and then propose our IP Parallel Iterative Matching al- 
gorithm called IP-PIM. The mean IP packet delays for 
both the PIM and the IP-PIM scheduling algorithms 
are analyzed using an analytical queueing model in Sec- 
tion 4 and extensive simulations in Section 5 ,  respec- 
tively. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 6 .  

2 The Switch Model and PIM Schedul- 
ing. 

In this section, we describe the PIM switch architec- 
ture and present our IP-PIM scheduling algorithm. 

2.1 The Switch Model 
The switch under consideration is an N x N non- 

blocking switch, i.e., the N inputs are connected to the 
N outputs via a nonblocking interconnection network 
(e.g., crossbar switch). Each input maintains a seperate 
queue for cells destined for each output. The first cell 
in each queue can be selected for transmission across 
the switch in each time slot, provided that the selected 
cells satisfies that (i) at most one cell can be trans- 
mitted from an input; and (ii) at  most one cell can be 
received by an output. 

To schedule the transmission of the head-of-line cell 
in each queue to their destined output, Anderson et 
al. 121 proposed an algorithm, called parallel iterative 
matching (P1M)l to accomplish this task. A number 
of high-speed switches have been built using the PIM 
or PIM-like scheduling algorithms [2, 51. As a result, 
we selected the PIM algorithm as a concrete example 
for carrying out our discussion. However, while our 
focus in this paper is on PIM scheduling, our method 
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'Here we don't give the detailed description for the PIM al- 
gorithm, interested readers may refer to [2]. 
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have been performed. and results can be easily applied to other scheduling 
algorithms as well. 

3 The IP Parallel Iterative Matching 

We have to note that the PIM scheduling algorithm 
has been designed for the transmission of ATM cells, 
not IP packets. The traffic in IP networks are usually 
characterized by the concept of Bows [7]. When trans- 
mitting IP packets onto these switches, an IP packet is 
first segmented into multiple ATM cells. Then, these 
ATM cells are transmitted by the core ATM switch. 
Consequently, the ATM cells belonging to the same IP 
packet are destined to the same output port. 

Motivated by the above observation, and especially 
the fact that traffic in IP switches are bursty in nature, 
we propose a variation of the above PIM algorithm 
and denote it as the IP-PIM scheduling algorithm- 
which performs scheduling at the IP packet level rather 
than at the cell level. Using the IP-PIM scheduling al- 
gorithm, the matching of inputs with outputs are no 
longer in units of cells but rather in IP packets. As 
mentioned previously, each IP packet is segmented into 
a sequence of variable number of ATM cells. We de- 
note this sequence of variable number of ATM cells as 
a burst of cells. In particular, each burst of cells par- 
ticipates during the scheduling only when the burst's 
head cell is at  the HOL position. The burst that the 
HOL cell belongs to is referred to as the HOL burst 
in this paper. Once a matching between an input and 
an output is set up to transmit the head cell of a HOL 
burst, that matching will be valid until all cells of this 

' HOL burst have been transmitted. With these denota- 
tions, our burst-based IP-PIM scheduling algorithm is 
formally given below. 

(IP-PIM) 

1. Keep all the matchings in the last time slot which 
are still being valid (e.g., the last cell of the burst 
did not get transmitted yet) at the current time 
slot unchanged. 

2. Each unmatched input sends a request with a given 
priority to every output for which it has a buffered 
head cell of the HOL burst. 

I 3. If an unmatched output receives any requests, it 
chooses the highest priority one to grant. 

.4. If an input receives any grants, it chooses the high- 
est priority one to accept and notifies that output. 

5.  Iterate steps 2-4 until a maximal matching has 
been found or until a fixed number of iterations 

Step 1 of the IP-PIM guarantees that all cells of a 
burst (IP packet) will be transmitted across the switch 
in a (continuous) sequence of time slots without any in- 
terruption. Moreover, the probability that a large num- 
ber of the HOL bursts complete their transmissions at 
the same time slot is very low especially when the traffic 
load is high, i.e., the expected number of matchings in 
the last time slot to be invalid at the current time slot 
are small. As a consequence steps 2-5 are performed 
only on a subset of the inputs and outputs which is 
one major advantage of burst (IP packet) level schedul- 
ing over cell level scheduling. Hence, less iterations 
would be required to find a maximal matching among 
the smaller set of unmatched inputs/outputs. The pri- 
ority in steps 2-4 can be defined elaborately. However 
in this paper, for comparison purposes, we also use a 
random select policy as which used in PIM algorithm. 

To investigate the effects of iterations on the perfor- 
mances of PIM and IP-PIM scheduling algorithms, we 
proceed to build a queueing model for analyzing the 
mean delays of IP packets scheduled by both the PIM 
and the IP-PIM algorithms with only 1 iteration. One 
of the main reasons for comparing the performances of 
PIM and IP-PIM scheduling algorithms is to illustrate 
the fact that when using ATM switches as the core of an 
IP switch, we have to rethink the design of scheduling 
traffic onto these switches. 

4 Queueing Model 
The bursts of ATM cells corresponding to IP packets 

that arrive at  each input port are modelled by a 2-states 
Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process (2-MMBP) [l] 
shown in Fig. 1. The traffic source modelled by a 2- 
MMBP alters between state 0 and 1 with probabili- 
ties ri and si and thus the mean dwell times in the 
two states are l/ri and l/si, respectively. Further- 
more, the traffic source generates a cell with probability 
qi(pi,resp.) if it is currently in state 0(1, resp.). In our 
case, we let qi = 0 and pi = 1 to model the traffic 
arrivals at each input by an ON-OFF process. Specifi- 
cally, a burst (IP packet) consists of the cells generated 
by the consecutive active states. All the cells of a burst 
are destined to the same output and the output is de- 
noted as the burst's destination. 

We focus our attention on finding the mean burst de- 
lay,  that is, the mean IP packet delay. The burst delay 
is defined as the time interval between the appearance 
of the first cell of the burst at  the switch's input link and 
the arrival of the last cell of the burst at the switch's 
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mean burst delay, we approach this objective by ap- 
proximating the original non-work-conserving system 

1-si by a 2-MMBPs/D/l/m queue3. 

A 

:SmLK) i>fl-o si 

Figure 1: The diagram for the 2-MMBP traffic model. 
A 
h h 
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output link. 

The switch size and the buffer of input queues are as- 
sumed to be infinite. In addition, the traffic arriving at 
each input are 2.i.d and distributed over all outputs uni- 
formly, namely, the traffic is homogeneous. Moreover, 
we assume that at any time slot the requests granted 
by the free outputs address the free inputs uniformly 
once the system attains steady state. With these as- 
sumptions, it can be proven2 that at each time slot the 
number of granted requests to any free input is gov- 
erned by a Poisson distribution with the mean arrival 
rate given by Xi, = - In [a] , where X is the mean 
traffic load of the system. Consequently, the distribu- 
tion of grants to a free input is given by 

where Aj = k denotes the event that the number of 
grants to the input j is equal to k. For the 1 iteration 
PIM scheduling algorithm, Pr{Aj = k ( P I M }  is essen- 
tially a Poisson distribution with a mean arrival rate of 
A, = - ln(1 - A), i.e., 

Due to  the homogeneous property of the system stud- 
ied here, the mean burst delay of the system will be 
the same as the ones at each input queues. This en- 
forces us to study the queueing delay of the system by 
exploring the queueing behavior of the burst at any 
queues. From the view points of all queues for an out- 
put, a free output can be regarded as a server which 
maybe on vacation as illustrated by Fig. 2. The queue- 
ing systems with the servers that may be interrupted 
have been formerly studied such as in [4] and the re- 
sults established there provide potential exact solutions 
to our queueing model. However, instead of applying 
the involved analysis procedures to obtain the exact 

2We omit the proof here for the sake of the limited space. 

Figure 2: The illustration of (a) the 2-MMBPs/G/l/m 
and (b) the 2-MMBPs/D/l/m queueing models. 
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(a) PIM scheduling 

(b) IP-PIM scheduling 

Figure 3: The mean burst delays for the 1-iteration 
PIM and IP-PIM scheduling. 

Having transformed the original non-work-conserving 
3The detail of how t o  construct the P-MMBPs/D/l/m queue 

is omitted due to the limited space again. 
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system into a 2-MMBPs/D/l/co queue which is essen- 
tially a multiplexer, a lot of available results on the 
multiplexers can be used immediately. The dynamic 
flow analysis was applied in [6] to get a closed form 
computing formulas for individual sojourn delay of an 
ATM switch which is modeled as an H-MMBPs/D/l/co 
queueing system. Let L denote the mean queue length, 
the main results established there [6] show that 

where, 

All the parameters in hats are corresponding to 
those in the 2-MMBPs/D/l/oo queueing system, which 
are derived from the parameters of the original 2- 
MMBPs/G/ 1 /CO queueing system. 

The mean cell delay of the original system is thus 
given by (Little's law) 

The mean burst delay is derived from the mean cell 
delay as follows. Let W(C,z) be the probability that 
the waiting delay4 of a burst with size of e cells, we 
have 

c o w  c o w  

L=O s=o e,o X=O 

Elementary algebra operations on the above two equa- 
tions leads to Dburst = Dcell  -t- 7 - 1. 

Fig. 4.(a) and (b) show the mean burst delay using 
the above queueing model for the 1 iteration PIM and 

4The waiting delay of a burst is the time interval between the 
echoes of the burst's first cell arrived and the service begins. 

IP-PIM as function of the mean traffic load by vary- 
ing the mean burst size T from 8 to 32 cells/burst. 
The switch size is set to 128. It is indicated by this 
figure that the improvement on maximum throughput 
increases as the mean burst size increases (from 0.63 
to 20.88). Compared to the maximum throughput of 
around 0.88 achieved by the 2-iteration PIM [8], the 
performance improvement of IP-PIM over PIM is sig- 
nificant. These results illustrate the importance of de- 
signing scheduling algorithms specifically tailored for 
the transmission of IP packets rather than relying on 
the ATM cells scheduling algorithms. In next section, 
we continue to investigate the effects of the number 
of iterations on the performance of IP-PIM by simula- 
tions. 

5 Simulation Experiments 
To investigate how much the original PIM algorithm 

can take advantage from the burst-based scheduling 
concept, a series of simulations were carried out with 
the traffic being generated by the 2-MMBP model at 
each input port. The bursts' destinations are uniformly 
distributed over all outputs. 

Fig. 4(a)-(b) show the mean burst delays as a func- 
tion of offered traffic load with a mean burst length of 8 
or 16 cells, for a 16 x 16 switch. In these figures, the line 
types distinguish the scheduling strategies; the markers, 
i.e., x-mark, circle and star indicate the maximum iter- 
ation number of the scheduling strategies. For example, 
the solid lines with x-mark show the mean burst delays 
for traffic scheduled by the IP-PIM. 

An interesting observation drawn from these figures 
is that the performance of the IP-PIM scheduling algo- 
rithm is insensitive to the iteration number, especially 
when the mean burst length is large. This is one major 
advantage over the PIM scheduling algorithm as it does 
not require expensive high-performance microproces- 
sors to be executed on time. We can see that the various 
curves for the IP-PIM scheduling algorithm are almost 
clustered together when the burst length is 16 cells, 
which indicates that one iteration is enough for the IP- 
PIM scheduling algorithm to find a (nearly) maximal 
matching under any traffic load. As we can see from the 
figures, the curves of 1-iteration of the IP-PIM schedul- 
ing algorithm lie between the curves of 2-iteration and 
3-iteration PIM scheduling algorithms while being very 
close to the one of the 3-iteration PIM scheduling algo- 
rithm. More significant is that the 1-iteration IP-PIM 
scheduling algorithm has almost the same throughput 
as the 3-iteration PIM scheduling algorithm, which can 
be seen from the figures where the curves of 1-iteration 
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6 Conclusion 
Both the analysis and the simulation results indicate 

that our proposed IP-PIM scheduling outperforms the 
original PIM scheduling significantly in terms of the 
mean IP packet delay especially for very bursty traffic. 
Moreover, the suitability of our proposed algorithm is 
more significant when the link speeds become higher 
and the traffic become burstier which what we expect 
from future IP networks. 

The queueing model developed in this paper for ana- 
lyzing the mean burst delays of both the PIM and the 
IP-PIM scheduling algorithms provide a novel way to 
solve the difficult problem of performance analysis on 
PIM algorithms [2, 81. 
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